Abstract. We show that very weak Bernoulli processes and Versik processes having dependence rates o(\/n) are independent or 2-dependent respectively. The borderline case where the rate is 0(1/«) is discussed in some detail.
1. For two probability measures p and gon a Polish space (S, a) let 9(p, q) denote the set of all probability measures onSXS with marginals p and q. The Wasserstein distance p of p and q is defined as p{p,q) = M{fa(x,y)dr(x,y):re 9(p,q)).
For two points x = (xx,..., xn),y = ( y,,..., y") e S" we define ( + ) o"(x, y):= «"' L a(Xj,yj). j<n We also need to consider the space S" X S", identified with (S2)" by the following correspondence (jc_n,..., *_,, xx,..., x") «■» ((x_v xx),...,(x", xn)). On S2 we define the distance a' by setting a'((^,, y,),(x2, F2)):= niax(a(x,, y,), a(x2, y2)) and according to ( + ) we define the distance on S" X S", also denoted by an, a"(x, y) = «"' £ max^x,, %), o(x_j, y_j)) where x = (*_",..., *_"*"..., x"), y = ( y_",..., y_,, y,,..., y"). Throughout this paper let {Xj, j e Z) be a stationary S-valued process defined on the probability space (Í2, 6?,P). Definition 1. {A^, j g Z} ¿s called a Versik process if V(n):= p(P",Qn)^0
(n -> oo), vv/iere />" a/?<i g" are probability measures on S" X 5"' defined by P"(A XB) = V{(X_n,...,X_x)<=A, (X{,...,X") G 5}
ß"(^ x 5) = P{(^_",..., X ,) e ¿}P{( *"..., A-J e B).
For discrete random variables this definition is due to Versik (see Rothstein (1980) ).
Next for a < ft, a, /; e Z let ?Hl* be the a-field generated by Xu.X,,. For A e ef and for a sub-a-field 9lt c @. let £( Xk +,,..., Xk + " ), E (( Xk + ,.AT*+B)|4) and ¿((A'A+|.AA + ")|^1!) denote respectively the law of (A^ + i.Xk + n) and the conditional laws of this vector given A or £Ht. Definition 2. {X¡, j g Z) is called very weak Bernoulli (VWB) with rate e(n) if e(n) -* 0 and if for each m > 1 there exists a set D = D(m, n) g ^lt°x wi/A the following properties (\)P(D) > 1 -e(w), (n) for all A c D with A s ^11°,,, we have p(t((Xl,...,X")\A),t(X].*"))<e(/i).
This definition, due to Eberlein (1983) (see also Definition 3 in Gray, Neuhoff and Shields (1975) ) coincides with the definition of VWB for discrete random variables Xp given by Ornstein (1974, p. 18 An application of the Markov inequality shows that if {X, j g Z) is VWB in the sense of Definition 3, then it is also VWB in the sense of Eberlein with rate e(n) = (VWB(«))1/2. On the other hand if the metric a is bounded both definitions coincide and VWB(rc) < e(n)(\ + sup{a(;c, y): x, y g S}).
The purpose of this note is to discuss some connections between the rates F(«),VWB(n) and the rates of decay for certain weak dependence relations commonly used in probability, such as m-dependence, absolute regularity and strong mixing in the sense of Rosenblatt.
2. The first and perhaps, at first glance, somewhat surprising result is Theorem 1. Let{Xj, j g Z} be a Versik process with rate V(n). If \\mmînV(n) = 0, then the process is 2-dependent.
If{Xj, j g Z) is VWB in the sense of Eberlein with rate e(n) satisfying liminf«e(n) = 0, or if {Xt, j G Z) is VWB in the sense of Definition 3 with rate VWB(«) satisfying liminf«VWB(«) = 0, II-* X then {Xj, j G Z) is a sequence of independent random variables.
Recall that a process {A,-, /' g Z) is called w-dependent if P(A n B) = P(A)P(B) for all A g 9H" , B G 911"+~ and a g Z. We also note that the 2-dependence in the conclusion of the theorem stems from the fact that in the definition of a Versik process Xa does not occur.
The following proof of Theorem 1 is due to Tom Kurtz and is simpler and only half as long as our original proof.
Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions that all the sequences nV(n), ne(n) and «VWB(«) are nondecreasing in n (cf. Gray, Neuhoff and Shields (1975) , p. 317). Hence the limits inferior are limits and hence nV(n) = ne(n) = nVWB(n) = 0 for all »>1.
Hence by the definition of the Wasserstein distance and Definitions 1,2 and 3 we have P"-=Q", ¿((X,.X")\A)
= &(Xl,...,X")=£((X.X")\^x) for all n > \. As a consequence of the last theorem, for a nonindependent VWB process or a non 2-dependent Versik process, we must have lim"^x«VWB(«) > 0 or lim"_0C«K(fi) > 0 respectively. Hence the next cases to consider are the rates satisfying sup«VWB(«) < oo, sup ne(n) < oo and sup nV(n) < oo. First, we note that processes with such rates exist. In fact stationary, nonindependent Markov chains with finite state space satisfy e(n), VWB(n) = 0(n~]). This may be proved using a simple coupling argument as follows: Let J denote the state space and fix j0 g /. If ( A,,)"eZ is a stationary M.C. let (X*)n>0 be a second M.C. with the same transition probabilities, but with P(X* = f0) = 1. Then {(A*", A"*), n ^ 0} is again a M.C. with state space/ X J and is positive recurrent (see Pitman (1974) , Proposition 2.5). For i g J let T= inf{n > 1: (%, X*) = (i, /)}. Then P(T < oo) = 1 and ET < oo. Define j Xn if n < T, " ~ \ X* ifn> T.
Yn has the same distribution as Xn and E"l x[Yt -X*\ < cT, hence E-t\Y,-Xr\<c-ET=0(m-i), m ~y m which proves e(n) = 0(n~]) and VWB(n) = 0(nl).
(Xn) is even strictly VWB in the sense of Eberlein ( 1983) with rate 0( n ~ ' ).
Since V(n) < VWB(«) and since a nonindependent Markov chain is not 2-dependent, this construction also yields a Versik process with sup nV(n) < oo.
This raises the question whether there exists a Versik process with sup nV(n) < oo which is not VWB. We do not know the answer to this. However, we have the following result. We first recall two definitions. A stationary process {Ay, j g Z) is absolutely regular or strongly mixing if License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2. A finite state Versik process (Xj, j g Z) with rate V(n) satisfying supnV(n) < oo is strongly mixing. A finite state VWB process with rate VWB(n) satisfying sup nVWB(rc) < oo is absolutely regular.
Proof. To prove the first assertion we assume that lim sup, _ xa( n ) = a > 0. Then there exist integers nk and mk with nk+] > mk + nk and sets Ak ĝ :^_"t,5,e^f^suchthat \P(Ak nBk)-P(Ak)P(Bk)\> \a (k= 1,2,...).
The sets Ak and Bk are measurable with respect to a-fields with nonoverlapping index sets. Using an argument of Rothstein (1980, p. 215) We integrate this inequality with respect to P(du) and obtain the desired contradiction. Remark. Theorem 2 does not hold for general state space. In fact, Bradley (1983) recently succeeded in constructing an example of a process with a state space with bounded metric which is very weakly Bernoulli (in both senses of the present note) with rate 0(n~]), which is not even strongly mixing.
The following result is a partial converse to Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let a be a bounded metric. If'{X, j g Z) is absolutely regular then it is VWB in the sense of Definition 3. // {A--, j g Z} is strongly mixing then it is also Versik. We recall the Lipschitz norm \\f\\, := sup{|/(.v) -/(y)\(a(x, y))~'; x * y). Then by (*) and the Kantorovich-Rubinstein theorem (see Dudley (1976) , Section 20.1) we obtain for the Wasserstein distance of juw and ¡x Pi/1*,'/*) = sup ffdP{-\^lJ(oe) -ffdp\:f<= ^:t", 11/11, < lj The case of Versik processes is proved similarly. We conclude with a comparison between a VWB process and a Versik process. It is easy to see that every VWB process is Versik and V(n) < VWB(w). This is suggested by Theorems 2 and 3 (since every absolutely regular process is strongly mixing), and a proof that the above assertion is indeed true can be easily modeled after the proof of Theorem 3. These two theorems also suggest that there are Versik processes which are not VWB, since there are strongly mixing processes which are not absolutely regular. In the discrete case these comparisons between VWB and Versik processes are due to Rothstein (1980) , who constructed a zero entropy Versik process with discrete state space which clearly cannot be VWB. Rothstein's (1980) example can be easily extended to continuous state spaces by the following result. Proposition 4. Let {X, j g Z} be a VWB process or a Versik process and let {Yj, j G Z) be a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables independent of{Xj, j G Z). Then {( A"-, YX j g Z} is also a VWB process or a Versik process respectively with the same rates as the original processes. Here the metric on the product space is the maximum metric.
